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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

There are prob•~ly no interests more universal to parents than 

the subJects of child-rearing and fa~ly interaction. Any study of 

~he psy~h9logical and sociological lit,rature would ~ndicate that 

family life researchers ~hare this interest. Of special interest is 

the manner in which attitudes concerning behavior are transmitted 

from one generation to the next. The extant of diversity in the soe

i~l structure in the United States makes it difficult to isolate the 

factors which are of priJDary significance. Not .only do patterns of 

interaction and child-rearing differ from family to f&Jllil.y; they also 

differ within the family depending upon the sex of the parent and the 

sex of the child. 

Scholars, laymen, and researchers a1ike have long acknowledged 

the importance of the mothering role in the healthy development of 

children. ~his belief is Widely supported by empirical evidence. 

Such interest in the mother as the primary source of parent-child in

teraction is only to be expected, since historically, she has been 

the parent who has provided nurtur~ce, care, and emotional support. 

The f~ther has been primaril.y considered in terms of his role as eco

nomic provider and as disciplinarian. However, because of a merging 

of male and female family responsibilities today, fathers tind their 

function within the family much broader than previously was true. 
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More leisure time, more working wives, and a more equalitarj.an family 

structure are some of the reasons fathers have had increased contact 

with their children. The father's presence in the family has taken 

on increased importance, especially in the middle class, which com

prises a majority of Americans. Whereas mothers formerly made the 

majority of the decisions concerning child-rearing methods, the 

techniques to be employed today are more likely to result from coop

erative decision-making of both mother and father. In order to ac

complish this, husbands and wives must resolve differences in opin

ion concerning methods to use and how restrictive or permissive 

parents should be with their children. Sons, because they are expec• 

ted to identify with, and in some cases emulate their fathers, are 

especially likely to be affected by the father's increased importance 

in the child-rearing process. 

Only recently have researchers become concerned with the limited 

amount of empirical evidence concerning the father role. Benson 

(1968) discusses this inadequacy at length in his book Fatherhood. 

Part of the reason for such a paucity of knowledge can be attributed 

to the fact that few research instruments have been developed which 

probe into the unique interaction which the father shares with his 

children. A prQmising technique developed by Doyle (1968) is a re

search instrument called ~ Father-Son Interaction ~ which com

bines the use of a motion picture film in conjunction with a paper

and•pencil questionnaire. The test is designed to measure the inten

sity of restrictive and permissive attitudes in relation to father

son interaction. A restrictive attitude may be defined as that atti

tude toward father-son interaction which allows a minimum of flex-
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ibility in possible behaviors. A permissive attitude tolerates many 

behaviors and allows flexibility and individual choice ot behavior. 

Purpose 

It was the purpose of this study to investigate the permissive 

attitudes of adolescent girls and boys concerning father~eon interac-

tion, and to relate such attitudes to selected personality and back-

ground factors which might account for attitudes concerning father-

son interaction. Since this age group is rapidly approaching the age 

of parenthood themselves, it was hoped this study would contribute to 

the body of knowledge available on this important topic. Better un-

~erstanding should eventually enable parents to improve their ability 

to rela;te to their children. 

Doyle's instrument, The Father-son Interaction 1:!!l• was admin-

istered to determine those permissive attitudes relating to father-

son interaction which were held by the individuals tested. These 

attitudes were related to variables suggested by the psychological 

and sociological literature as being possibly significant in explain-

ing attitudes of adolescent girls and boys concerning a father's 

interaction with his son. 

The specific hypotheses examined were the following: 

1. There is no significant difference in permissive atti
tudes toward father-son interaction as expressed by 
adolescent boys and adolescent girls. 

2. Permissive attitudes concerning father-son interaction 
of adolescent girls and of adolescent boys are inde
pendent of: (a) age, (b) type of present parenting, 
(c) agent of discipline, (d) type of discipline from 
the father, (e) type of discipline from the mother, 
(f) perceived closeness to the father, (g) perceived 
closeness to the mother, (h) degree of parental in
fluence, (1) perceived closeness to the peer group, 



(j) amount of time spent with the father, (k) agree
ment with the discipline method of the fatl~er, {l) 
agreement with the discipline method of the mother, 
a.nd (rn) behavior and personality characteristics. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Historical Perspective 

Child-rearing p~acticea have undergone considerable change over 

the de~ades. Sunley (1955) analyzed child-rearing practices from the 

years 1820~1860 and discovered that the most prevalent philosophy of 

the period was the idea of infant depravity. This philosophy held 

that when the infant was porn, he was filled with sin and evil which 

was subdued by exacting complete submission and total obedience. The 

father was almost totally absent from the child-rearing process. Ac

cording to Miller and Swanson (1958) many of tbese ideas were des

cribed a hundred or more years before the period from 1820 to 1860 

and persisted without serious challenge until the middle of the 193ovs 

still with practically no reference made to the father and child

rearing. 

Studies beginning with the early 1940'a indicate that there are 

social class differences in child-rearing methods. However, there is 

disagreement as to the direction Qf these differences. Some sources 

found that middle-class parents, especially mothers, were more rigid 

and demanding in child-rearing techniques than were lower-class par

ents (Davis and Havighurst, 1946). Other studies carried out in the 

195o•s found either the opposite to be the case or no significant 

differences between the two classes (Sears, Maccoby, and Levin, 1957, 
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and Dav:!. a an.d Havighurst, 1955) • Hypotheses concerning this discrep

ancy fall ~nto two types: (1) those which say that no change had 

occurred and that differences could be attributed to incomparabiUty 

of the studies and (2) those which maintained that a real change had 

occurred. In a longitudinal stl,ldy of child .. rea.ring practices between 

the years 1932 ~nd 1957, Bronfenbrenner (1958) concluded that an act• 

ual chS:nge in class patterns of child-rearing practices had occurred 

and that this change took place around the beginning of the 194o•s 

with middle"class mothers becoming more permissive at that time. He 

makes the general observation that during this period parent-child 

relat:!.onships in the middlf'! class are conatstently reported as more 

acceptant and equali,tarian, while those in the lower class are ori• 

ented toward maintaining order and obedience. The trend has been to

ward increased permissiveness until the past few years. Recently, 

childNrearing literature has indicated a return to firmer discipline. 

More recently, Gordon (1968) finds that the trend toward greater re• 

strictiveness in child-rearing is i~Qicated ~n popular periodicals. 

Although these studies seldom specifically mention the father 

role, there is little reason to believe that these viewQ on child

rearing were not sh~red by fathers in relation to the amount of time 

spent in ~nteraction with their children. 

The Father-Child Relationship in the Family 

Social and economic ehanges in the Western Cultµre have bro~ght 

about the poss~bility of increased time spent with the children by 

the father. Gardner (1%7) found that fathers sp~nt more recreation

al time with.the daughters tnan with the sons. Both girls anQ boys 
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reported that they wished the father would show more love. 

Many other factors seem to aff,ct the relationships between a 

father and bis children. Elder and Bowerman (1963) found tbat as fam

ily size increases parents are likely to be less flexible and more 

authoritarian, and to rely more frequently on strong child-rearing 

control~. Tho child is expected to assume a passive role more often, 

especially in relations with the father. Expressions of praise, com

fort, and acqeptance are likely to be reduced in frequency for each 

child. 

Infor~tion in studies on identification is probably the most 

plentiful of any factor in the area under consideration by research• 

ers. 'l'wo representative studies in this group are Mussen and Distler 

(1959) and Mussen and Distler (1960). These two studies both indi

cate the best DIAsculine identif~cation is made when the boys view 

their fathers as powerful Qources of both reward and punishment. These 

fathers are more influential in determining child-rearing policies. 

The climate in the homes is in general relatively permissive, andnon

punj_t;Lve. Boys high in masculinity ten4 also to be high in conscience 

development. In a related study, Payne and Mussen (1956) found a 

significant relationship between high father identification and per

ception ot the father as a highly rewarding, affectionate person. 

Likewise, Sears (1953) discovered in doll play that boys used the fa

ther doll more than girls did, and that positive choices for the same 

sex role are associated with warmtb, permissiveness, and low ~estric

tions. 

In a study of schizophrenic patients by Kohn and Clausen (1956), 

the patients indicated that more frequently the mothers played a 
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strong authority role and the fathers a very weak authority role. In 

the male child, this suggests the likelihood that he experiences 

difficulty in establishing a male identification and in regarding 

himself as adequate in the performance of the male role. 

That the ~uality of father-son interaction is ot considerable 

importance is reflected in the research by Andry (1960) on delinquent 

boys. His findings were as follows: (a) delinquent boys felt inade-

quate love was ~iven by their fathers, (b) that especially their fa• 

tbers were embarrassed to show open affection for them, (c) that 

they had a tendency to be embarrassed to show affection for their 

imrents, (d) that they tended to feel parental hostility toward them, 

and (e) that they tended to identify with their fathers less than 

non-delinquents. Andry says: 

Thus the prime differentiating feature between delinquents 
and non-delinquents, as far as parental role playing is 
concerned, is the delinquents• perception of their father's 
role as being negative (p~ 350). 

Effects of Father Absence 

Logic would indicate that if an adequate adult model is so im-

portant in the identification process, father abs.ence would be parti• 

cularly detrimental for boys. However, this does not appear to be the 

case. Greenstein (1966), in his study of father•cht;tracteristics and 

sex-typing, failed to find any significant differences between father 

absent and father present boys in any of the dimensions usually re~ 

lated to sex-typing. In their study of' family influences and the 

father role, Peck and Richek (1964) quoted a study which concluded 

that among the group of 205 boys whose fathers had been absent, many 

of the effects often presumed to result from this absence could be 
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attributed to parental characteristics. Kopf (1970) discovered that 

the mother's attitude and behavior was crucial to the son's school 

adjustment in father-absent homes. Prior father-son relationship had 

no significance upon his adjustment. 

Reasons for lack of confirmation of the belief in the detrimen-

tal ~ffects of father absence may be explained in various ways. Bar-

clay and Cµsumano (1967) believe that the absence of an adequate male 

model within the family forces the male child to identify with male 

models in the external environment. Another possible explanation is 

that of Colley (1959) who states: 

Even in a father's absence, an appropriately identified 
mother will respond to a boy "as if" he were a male and 
will expect him to treat her as a male would treat a 
female ••• Her interpretive approval or disapproval of 
his play With other male children ••• also serve to let him 
know what she expects of a male with male interactions 
(pp. 173 .. 174). 

This research seems to indicate that the parents' personalities 

and how they relate to their children is more important than the 

mere fact or rather presence or father absence in the home. 

Social Class and Child-Rearing 

Social class is an often studied variable in research on child-

rearing practices, but again research has focused on the mothering 

role. However, an understanding of the effects of social class is 

essential to an understanding of the father role. 

Little research has been conducted concerning upper-class fami-

lies, consequently little is knolFil concerning this group. In compar-

ison the lower and middle-class parent has been well characterized. 

Miller and Swanson and collaborators (1960) state that the mid-
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dle•o1aes par,nt values formal education, rationality, a reputation 

for controlled behavior, hard work, responsibility and saving. He is 

an internally controlled being and, in turn, tries to pass alongthese 

internalized controls to his children .• The middle-class culture is 

achievement motivated and future oriented. 

Rosen {1964) found that middle-claSl3·boys tended to evaluate 

tbeir parent•s ability, performance, and drive more positively than 

did boys in tbe lower class. Middle-class fathers were more apt to 

be perceived as successful, ambitious, and smart. Boys in the lower 

class tended to perceive their parents as less secure than boys in the 

middle class. Middle-class boys were more likely tban lower-class 

boys to report fathers who were interested in their school perform-

ance and more responsive to bids for attention. 

Maccoby and Gibbs (1964) summarized the differences in upper-

middle and upper-lower class methods of child-rearing as follows: 

1. No significant differences in infant feedin~ practices. 
2. Upper-lower elaas mothers more severe ln toilet 

training and sex training. 
3. Upper-middle class parents al1ow more freedom of ex

pression of aggression toward parents. 
4. Upper-lower class parents emplo~ physical punishment, 

deprivation of privileges, and ridicule as controlling: 
techniqu~s. Upper-middle class parents use reasoning, 
praise, and withdrawal of love. 

5. Upper-middle class mothers are warmer and more demon
strative toward children. 

6. Upper-middle class husband-wife relation is one of 
more mutual affection and respect. Upper-lower class 
wives are more critical of husbands, and parents 
disagree more about the children. 

7. No difterenoes between classes in the extent of in
volvement of the father in child-rearing. 

8. Upper-middle class mothers tend to be more permissive 
and less severe in their child-training than the 
upper-lower class mothers (pp. 286-287). 

Lower-class characteristics differ considerably from those of 

the middle class. For instance, the lower-class citizen is usually 
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more oriented to the present than to the future. He values holding a 

job more than he does securing a formal education. He takes pride in 

his physical prowess. If his mother works, the son of the blue=collar 

worker may remain unsupervised by a responsible adult for much of the 

day (Miller and Swanson» 1958). These authors report that the lower-

class mother is more likely to use physical punishment than psycho-

logical methods of discipline; therefo~e, it would be expected ·that 

her children would be more likely to give direct expression to ag= 

gression. 

Kamarovsky (1967) found that in the lower class, the goals of 

child-rearing generally have moral connotations» for example, re-

spectability, honesty, living a decent life» being a good citizen 9 

and Christian. They want their children to be successful, but success 

is defined as a respectable job, a house, a neighborhood slightly 

above themselves in social status. Working class parents emphasized 

11 traditiona1n values of obedience, neatness, and respect for adults. 

They want the child to conform to externally-imposed standards. 

Parental Behavior and Personality Characteristics 

An unde~standing of parental behavior and husband-wife interac-

tion is vital to the understanding of the personalities of children. 

The child 9s personality is not the result of any one relationship» 

but i.t is influenced by the total complex of interpersonal relation-

ships within the family. 

In studying the personality characteristics of parentsp'Becker 

and others (1964) discovered that: 

In families with conduct-problem children» both parents 
are maladjusteda give vent to unbridled emotions~ and 



tend to be arbitrary with the child. In addition, the 
mother tended to be active, dictatorial, thwarting, and 
suggesting, whereas the father tended not to enforce 
regulations (p. 299). 
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Becker says that the shy, sensitive child is often the product of a 

maladjusted, thwarting father. 

Baumrind and Black (1967) discovered findings which dispel many 

previously held assumptions concerning child-rearing techniques. They 

found that placing demands on the child for self-control or encour-

aging independent action and decision•mald.ng facilitated responsible, 

independent behavior. Firm discipline in the home did not produce 

conformin~ or dependent behavior, but had an opposite effect, espe-

cially for boys. Firm, demanding parental behavior was not associated 

With punitiveness or lack of warmth. Just the opposite was true. 

These parents balanced high nurturance With high control and high 

demands with clear communication about what was required of the child. 

Berkowitz (1964) noted that training for independence is impor-

tant in the development of the achievement motive. Middle-class mo-

there of boys With high achievement motivation encouraged their sons 

to attain independent mastery in the area of leadership and initia-

tive rather than just independence in activities related to caretak-

ing. He goes on to say that parental indulgence or carelessness pro-

duced weak achievement needs in boys. 

In considering the characteristic of achievement, Bartlett and 

Smith (1968) found that boys With a high need for achievement were 

more often first-born, had mothers who expressed disappotntment with 

unsat~sfactory behavior, and had mothers who were less nurturant. 

Peck and Richek (1964) report that amoral children had chaotic-

ally inconsiste~t and rejecting families; expedient children had len-
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ient qut inconsistent family discipline, conforming children had 

consistent, sqvere, autocratic family discipline as did irrational• 

conscientious children; and rational-altruistic children had consis-

tent, loving, truthful, and relatively democratic family treatment. 

Aggression and aggressive models were examined by Bandura, Ross, 

and Roes (1961), who discovered that children exposed to aggressive 

models reproduced a good deal of aggression resembling that of the 

models. Imitation was found to be differentially influenced by sex of 

the model With boys shoWing more aggression than girls folloWing ex• 

posure to the male model. 

Rutherford and Mussen (1968) in studying the quality of genero-

sity found that compared to a control group, generous boys viewed 

their fathers as warmer and more sympathetic. These boys were also 

rated as kinder, less hostile, and less competitive. 

Siegelman (1966) found that extroverted children described lov-

ing mothers and fathers, while introverted children depicted reject~ 

ing parents. ~e reports that a relationship between rejecting parents 

and aggressiveness is seen for fathers and not for mothers. Fathers 

and mothers of dependent children were described as punishing and 

non•loving. 

Baumrind (1966) in a study of parental control methods reported 

the following major conclusions: 

a. Direct methods of influence and power on the part of 
the parents, rather than nurturance withdrawal help 
the child learn to direct his energies willfully and 
feel responsible. 

~. ~en a child chooses an action for which he can ex
pect p~nishment, and for which he is then punished, 
he gains important informatiQn upon which to base 
subsequent choices. 

c. Conscious control on the part of the parent, exerting 
power without bypassing the child's conscious will by 



guilt .. inducing techniques make the child more capable 
of becoming responsib~e and independent (pp. 903-904). 
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Parke (1967) and Ha:rtup (1958) both found that nurturance withdrawal 

is more effective than continued nurturance in achieving ~ompliance 

to demands of authority, although it produces more guilt feelings. 

Further collaboration is found in Bronfenbrenner (1961), who main-

tllins that middle .. class ~hildren excel those in the lower class in 

self-control, achievement, responsibility, le~dership, popularity, 

and adjqstment in general~ This, be believes, is due to more effec-

tive socialization techniques (love-oriented nurtu;r:>ance withdrawal). 

It is the absence ot sufficient warmth or discipline which more fre-

quently impairs dependability. Boys tend to be more responsible when 

the father is the principal agent of discipline. 

A~though the effectiveness of nurturance withdrawal as a con-

trolling technique is acJmowledged, BaW!ll'ind (1966) questiona the 

wisdom of its use. She feels that non-punitive discipline should in-

elude cognitive appeal and power, so that the child can learn to di-

rect his energies willfully and so that he can feel responsible with-

out running the risk of stimulating future self .. punitive reactions. 

lnvestigating parental interest and children's self~conceptions, 

RQsenberg (1963) found that parental disinterest is associated with 
' i 

lower self~esteem in the child. Students who report punitive respon~ 

ses tend to have lower self-esteem than t~ose who report supportive 
l 

re~ponses, but ~tudents who report indifferent responses have lower 

self~esteem than either of these groups. Apparently this laek of love 

see~s to represent the most e~treme form of rejection. 

Bronfenbrenner (1968) speculates as to the differential effects 

of discipline on children when he says: 
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Girls are rated by teachers to be more responsible; boys rated 
hiSher on leadership. In the realm of parental behavior, 
girls receive more affection, praise, and companionship, boys 
more physical punishment and achievement demand~. A sur
prising finding was that such discipline with affection 
facilitated psychological functioning in boys, but impeded 
it in girls ••• with girls more susceptible to the influence 
of overprotection and boys to the detrimental effects of 
insufficient parental discipline and support (p. 98). 

This differential treatment may be quite desirable when one considers 

that the goals of child-rearing in personality traits differ for the 

mase~line and feminine roles. Bronfenbrenner observes that d~fferen-

tia~ treatment operates at a minimum in the upper~iddle class. With 

an increase in socioeconomic class, punishment drops off for boys, 

and indulgence and protectiveness decrease for girls. 

Conclusion 

The most intense period for parent-child conflict appears to be 

dµring the early stages of adolescence, perhaps at the age of thirteen 

or fourteen, according to Hurlock (1959). Because adolescents are at-

tempting to establish themselves apart from their parents, doing 

things With parents and eomplying with their parents• Wishes achieves 

low priority for them. 

Benson (1968) characterizes the ideal relationship as follows: 

An ideal relationship between parent and child would pro• 
vide the basis for a lifelong bond between them Without 
sacrificing the identity of the child or his ability to 
explore life for himself ••• A warm relationship between 
father and child. laced with parental firmness but not 
authoritarianism, increases the chances that the child 
will find a sense ot security and self-confidence without 
becoming dependent upon his father fQr constant guidance 
(p. 187). 

It seems reasonable to believe that although studies of the ta~ 

tner role are insufficient in number and scope, there is enough evi-

dence ot the importance of father-son interaction to place this 



••'~•ct in a poeitio~ ot priae importance, The proeent etud1 is 

deei$ft•d to cOiJ.tribute to the findings in this most Tital area. 
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CHAPTER III 

. PROCED'IJRE 

Description of Subjects 

Sub~ecta were 91 adolescent boys and lOO adolescent girls who 

wore elµ"olled i~ social studies classes at Edmond High School in Ed• 

mond, Oklahoma in February, 1971. These subjects were chosen to par~ 

ticipate in this study on the basis ot availability and ~llingness 

to ~rtici~te in 1:he reaea.rch. Several control factors were operat

~ng to insu~e that •tudents assigned to social studies classes •ere 

representative ot the total adolescent population in this locale. 

These control factors were as fQllows: 

1. All high school students in the community attend one 
J11unicipal ~gh school. 

z. All h:l,.gh school students are required 1;o co11plete one 
course in soc:l.al studies in order to graduate .• 

3~ Enroilment in a~l courses is cart-ielf out by computer, 
which el:Lmina,tea discriminatory selection of teachers; 
therefore, no teacher receives a dispropo~tionate 
share of elow 1earners, disadvantaged studente, or 
~tted students. 

4. Accor4i.ng to intormation collected by the school ad
ministration and personnel, residents of the Edmond 
Public School District are predominately from the 
middle ~d upper~ddle socioeconomic group. There ~s 
a very lc,1' percentage of di•advantaged or wealthy 
farail~es ia the school district. Th•refore, both the 
community and the student body are q~ite homogeneous. 

The majoJ>ity ot the pax-t:licipants were between 14 emd 16 year'!! of age. 

All were Aule~ican•born and were living Yri,th a parent or parents. In 

1., 
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Table I, the distribution of the subjects by age, family size, family 

po~ition, and father absence is presented. 

Measurement of Permissive Attitudes toward 
Father-son Interaction. 

DescE&Dtiop a,! the J91trument 

The ~nstrument used to measure permissive attitudes of adoles• 

cen~ gir~s &Uid adolescent boys was The Father·~9n Interaction Test 

develqped by Doyle (1968). The instrwaent consists of two parts: 

1. A sixteen millimeter filmed representation of eleven 

situations involving father and son• 

2. A paper-and-pencil questionnaire to determine attitudes 

of permisaiveneaa(Appendix A). 

Complete d~scriptions of these two follow. 

The instrlll'Jlent consists of eleven scenes each of approximately 

one minute duration. They are separated by a segment of blank film. 

An intrQductory scene used for instructional purposes precedes the 

actual test. The following is a description of each of the eleven 

scenes. 

Scene I 

The father is awakening his son. 

Scene II 

The son requests his allowance from his father as his father 
re.ads the newspaper. 

Scene III 

The father and his son are having lunch together With the son 
tal.k1.ng to his father rather than eating his lunch. 
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TABI,E I 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBJECTS 

Description N 

Ase 

14-15 81 42.40 
16·17 102 53.40 
18 and over __.§. ;.20 

Total 191 100.00 

Fam:L J.y §.1!! 

Only Child 4 2.09 
1 Sibling 55 28.80 
2 Siblings 61 31 ,94 
3 Sibli,ngs 40 20.94 
4 Siblings 14 7.33· 
5 Siblings 10 5.24 
Over 5 Siblings -1. 3.66 

Total 191 100.00 

F,_mill Position 

Ol4eat Child 72 37.70 
Middle Child 63 32.98 
YOQ.~gest Child 55 28.80 
No Response 1 152 -Total 191 100.00 

Father Absence 

Never Absent 147 76.95 
From O~ Years of Age 10 5.24 
After 6 Years of Age 26 13.61 
Bo~h Before and After Age 6 8 4,20 

Total 19·1 100.00 

Reas9na For Absence* 

separation 2 4,55 
Divorce 14 31 .82 
Military Service 5 11 .36 
Death 11 25.00 
Work 11 25.00 
Other 1 - 2,27 

Total 44 100.00 

*For those who listed an abs.nee. 



Scene IV 

Father comments on bis son•s participation in a baseball game 
which the son's team has just won. 

Scene V 

Father has forgotten ~is promise to take his son to play golf 
With him. 

Scene VI 

20 

The son is reluctant to complete the lawn raking he has agreed 
t9 do. 

Scene VII 

Son turns over a glass of water on the dinner table. 

Scene VIII 

During a family dinner With guests, the father attempts to draw 
his son into the conversation. 

scene IX 

Father finds that bis son has been watching television and has 
not completed his homework. 

Scene X 

Son exceeds his time limits on a telephone call. 

Scene XI 

Father catches his son in the process of putting up a "pin-up•' 
picture on his bedroom wa11. 

The guestionnaire - .. , 

After each scene of the film was shown the film was stopped and 

responqents were given time to answer a set of questions concerning 

the scene just completed (4ppendix A). The responses were structured 

into four possible levels of agreement to disagreement to provide 

some latitude of choice. The choices ranged from restrictive to per-

missive on each item. Each possible response to an item was assigned 

a numerical value according to a weighting system devised by Doyle 
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(1968) for these items. A total score was calculated by adding the 

subscores assigned to the responses on all the separate items. Only 

those items were utilized which Doyle (1968) found to discriminate 

between high and low scoring respondents. The total number of items 

for the eleven scenes was fifty-six. A key was used to score the i~ 

tems after the completion of test administration (Appendix B). Re~ 

sponses were marked on standardized computer score sheets so that 

responses could be scored mechanically. 

Measurement of Background Variables 

Informa.tion Sheet 

Before the presentation of the film test, each subject completed 

an information sheet (Appendix C) which included personal data» fam

ily history, and a self-analysis of personality characteristics. 

Twenty-five personality characteristics were evaluated by the subject 

in terms of three catagories: Almost Always, Sometimes, and Seldom. 

On all characteristics except those numbered 4, 8, 11, and 15, Almost 

Always responses were, for the purposes of the study, considered 

above average responses; Sometimes as average responses; and Seldom 

as below average responses. These four items (4, 8, 11, and 15) were 

reversed to help prevent position set by respondents. The personality 

self-analysis was adapted from the Teacher Rating Scale developed by 

Borgatta and Fanchel (1963). 

The personal data and family history on the information sheet 

were adapted from Doyle (1968) but revised and expanded to include 

additional information suggested by the psychological and sociologi

cal literature as important. 
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It was believed that more honest responses to both the ques

tionnaire and the information sheet would be given if the respondent 

was aware that his responses were a~onymous. Therefore, no name or 

other apeciticallY identifying information was requested on any form. 

However, it was necessary to be able to pair each respondent's answer 

sheet to his info~ation sheet. Therefore, each information sheet was 

assigned a number from a random number table. Odd numbers were as

signed to those information sheets g;Lven to male respondents. Even 

numbers were assigned to the information sheets given to female re

spondents. To each information sheet was attached an answer sheet 

which had the corresponding number entered in the name blank. Ma.le 

information sbeets were printed on green paper and female information 

sheets were printed on yellow paper. In all other respects the infor

mation sheets were identical. 

Administration of the Instruments 

~est administration occurred in a regularly-scheduled fifty-five 

minute soci~l studies class period. The experimenter furnished all 

testing equipment and supplies, and Edmond High School furnished the 

use of a sixteen millimeter projector and screen. The regularly as

signed teacher assisted Wit4 distribution of materials. Subjects 

participating in the study were informed that the purpose of the 

study was to see how adolescents feel toward father-son interaction 

and that the study was being conducted through the family Relations 

and Child Development Department of the Division of Home Econom1cs of 

Oklahoma State University. 

After informing the subjects that the numbers appearing on the 
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information sheet were in no particular sequence and that their re

sponses were anonymo'IJ,s, the appropriate information sheets were dis

tributed. Subjects completed the information sheets prior to test 

administration. Questions were answered as they occurred. 

After completion of these sheets, detailed instructions for tak

ing Tbe Fathe£-Son Interaction Test were given (Appendix D). The film 

was then shown, one scene at a time. Respondents were allowed ample 

time to respond to tbe questions concerning each scene, immediately 

follo'Wing the screening. When all scenes were completed and all items 

answ,red, materials were collected. 

Analysis of the Data 

Each item consisted of four possible responses; Strongly Agree, 

Mildly Agree, Mildly Disagree, and Strongly Disagree, which range 

from non-permissive to permissive. Each possible response was assign

ed a numerical value based on a weighting system devised by Doyle 

(1968). Very permissive responses were assigned a value of two; mod• 

erately permissive responses a val'lle of one; and the other non-per

missive responses a value of zero. A total score was calculated by 

adding the subscores assigned to the subjects• responses on all the 

separate item11. 

The chi-square test was utilized to determine the differences 

between high scoring and iow scoring subjects on each of the fifty~ 

six items on I!!. Father-son Jnteraction !!!.t• Scores based on the 

discrimin~ting items only were computed. The relationship of these 

scores to selected background and peraonal~ty variables were ana

ly~ed, utilizing the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

1'.!!2. Father-Son Interaction ~ 

12ll:. ~ Anal3sis 

Of the 134 items in the original form of ~ Father-Son Interac

.li2!l ~' Doyle (1968) found 56 items which significantly discrimi

nated between high and low scoring respondents~ This 56 item form of 

the original test was designated Form B for the purposes of this 

study. A chi-square test was used to determine which items on~~

ther-Son Interaction ~ (Form B) were discriminating with this sam

ple, that is, which items elicited significantly different responses 

from those subjects whose total scores fell in the lower quartile and 

subjects whose total scores fell in the upper quarti.le. Of the 56 

items initially included, 39, or 69.64 per cent, were found to be 

significant at the .05 level or beyond. 

The total score for each subject, which was compared to the back

ground variables and personality characteristics, was based upon the 

di.scriminating items only. The results of the item analysis are pre

sented in Table II. In Table III, the number of discriminating and 

non-discriminating items for each scene is presented. 
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TABLE II 

DISC:RIMINAT!NG ITEMS ON !Jm FATRER•§ON INTRRACTION TEST 

Item 

SCENE I 

1. The father should have realiied that 
his son's reaction was a normal reac
tion, and he should not have been 
threatened. 

a. The father was doing what any good 
father should do. 

3. The father s~ould ~ot have allowed 
his son to turn over when he ealled 
him. 

4. The father should have shown more con
cern for his son getting enough rest. 

SC1'tE ll 

5. The son should not b,a.ve interrupted 
his father•ei activities. 

6. The son had a right to become angry. 

?. The father should have given the mon~y 
to his son the p~evious night. 

B. The father should have responded imme• 
d.;Lately when his qon asked for his 
a.llowance. 

SCENE III 

9. A father should not have had to listen 
to his son this much during mealtime. 

10. The son's act:l,ons should not have 
irrita.ted his father. 

11. The fathe~ was right in objecting to 
bis son•s slowness in eating. 

12. The tather should not have been so 
hasty in scolding hie son. 

2..2.7 

13.89 

.64 

8.86 

.51 

Level of 
Significance 

n.s. 

.001 

n.s. 

.01 

.01 

n.s. 

.05 

n.s. 

n.i;i. 

.01 

n.s. 



TABLE II (Continued) 

Item 

13. The son should not have talked so 
much. 

14. The son should not have bothered his 
father about such unimportant matters. 

15. The father should have shown more 
affection to his son. 

SCENE IV 

16. The father should have ignored the 
error which the son !!Ulde. 

17. The son should not have been so upset 
by his fatber•a re!!Ulrks. 

18. It is a Wise father who gives this 
kind of help i~ directing his son•s 
play activities .. 

SCENE V 

19. The father should have offered to 
take his son with him. 

20. The father should have told his so~ 
that a business deal was more import• 
ant. 

21 • The son should not have expected his 
father to want to play golf With him. 

22. The son should have made his own 
arrangements for playing golf. 

23. The father should have felt obligated 
to play golf lJith his son. 

SCENE VI 

24. The father should, have "paddled" 
his son. 

25. The tather should have allowed bis son 
to rake the leaves at his convenience. 

8.54 

·5.03 

5.35 

5.06 

10.31 

o.oo 

8.49 

.0021 

.81 

2.11 

a.22 
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Level of 
Significance 

.01 

n.s. 

.01 

.01 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

.01 

.001 



TABLE II (Continued) 

Item 

26. The father was right in being so 
persistent. 

27. A father should not threaten his son. 

28. The father should have been more 
forceful in the beginning. 

29. The father should not have be~ome so 
excited when his son did not obey him. 

SCENE VII 

30. The tatber should have objected to 
his aon•a carelessness. 

SCENE VIII 

31. The father .should have been consid;-· 
erate of his·son•s opinions. 

32. The father should not have been 
persistent. 

33. The son should have felt that he 
does not have.to partici.,ate in the 
conversation. 

34. The father should· have shown more 
warmth and affection tor his son. 

35. Tbe rather handled the situation well. 

SCENE IX 

36. The father should help his son With 
his homework whenever asked. · 

37. The father should have been angry at 
the son•s lack of motivation in doing 
his homework. 

,38. The father was right in helping his 
son to achieve good quality work. 

39. The father she>uld have insisted that 
his son study at a des~. 

.39 

10.69 

4.94 

14.46 

6.18 

8.33 

6.00 

27 

Level ot 
Significance 

.001 

n.s. 

.01 

.01 

.001 · 

n.s. 

.001 

.001 

.01 

n.s. 

.05 
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TABLE II (Continued) 

Item 

40. The father should not have assumed that 
his son could not study with the tele• 
vision going. 

41. The father should have allowed his son 
to do the assignment himself and worry 
about making it perfect. 

42. The father should have helped his son 
without worrying. 

43. The father should have shown more 
warmth and affection for his son. 

SCENE X 

44. The father should have shown more 
force. 

45. The son should have been punished. 

46. The father should not have treated 
his son like a "baby''. 

47. The father should not have been so 
impatient. 

48. The son•s actions should not have 
upset the father. 

49. The father should not have expected 
this much from his son. 

SCENE XI 

50. The son should not have had pictures 
of which his father would disapprove. 

51. A rather should check all magazines 
his son reads. 

52. The father was right in objecting 
to this kind of behavior. 

53. The son should have "stood-up" tor 
his rights. 

6.24 

24.43 

18.45 

1 .10 

28 

Level of 
Significance 

n.s. 

.01 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

n.s. 

.001 

.001 
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TABLE III 

NUMBER OF DISCRIMINATING AND NON•DISCRIMINATING 
ITEMS CLASSIFIED BY SCENES 

Discriminating Non•Disoriminating 
Items Items 

2 2 

3 1 

3 4 

3 0 

1 4 

5 

0 

4 1 

5 3 

6 0 

~ 1 -'l'otal 39 17 
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Totals 

4 

4 

? 

3 

5 

6 

5 

8 

6 

...l 
56 
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ComP!rieon .s! Responses 

A comparison was ~de ot the thirt1-n1ne discriminating items on 

Ih!, Fatber-Son fntera9tion ~ for the adolescent girls and adoles~ 

cent boys separately. Restrictive, moderately permissive, and very 

permissive responses were compared tor percentage ot responses on 

each discriminating item. 

Thia comparison indicated that attitudes were tor the most part 

parallel tor males and females. That is, when the greatest percen• 

tage ot males indicated a restrictive response, the females did like• 

Wise. Both groups tended toward very permissive responses on the 

same items and toward re•triotive responses on the same items. Gen• 

erally, the adol•scent girle exhibited greater permissiveness than 

males. The only items which elicited more restrictive responses by 

girls than boys were the ~tems in Scene I and in Scene IX. Scene I 

dealt With arising promptly from bed in the morning after being 

called, and Scene IX dealt With doing homework promptly and without 

assistance. Comparisons of responses on each discriminating item 

are given in detail in Table IV. 
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TABLE IV 

PERCENTAGES OF RESPONSES TO DISCRIMINATING ITEMS 
ON THE FATHER•SON INTERACTION TEST 
~ . ___...... 

Item 

SCENE I 

Percentage s,! Responses 
Moderately Very 

Restrictive Permissive Permissive 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 

The tather was doing what 8 6 
any good rather should do. 65.16 6 .oo 22.47 16.00 12.36 1 .oo 

The father should have shown 
more concern for his son 51.65 54.00 36.26 28.00 12.09 18.oo 
getting enough rest. 

SCENE II 

The son should not have inter• 23 33 22 00 44 •44 27 •00 32.22 48.00 
rupte~ his father•s activities. • • 

The son had a right to be
come angry. 

The fatber should have res• 
ponded immediately when his 
son asked for his allowance. 

SCENE III 

The father was right in ob• 
jecting to his son's slowness 
in eating. 

The son should not have 
talked so much. 

The father should have shown 
more affection to bis son. 

SCENE IV 

29.67 16.00 29.67 34.00 40.66 50.00 

26.38 17.00 47.25 35.00 26.37 48.00 

52.75 61.00 31.87 1s.oo 15.38 19.00 

13.19 9.00 44.86 27.00 43.96 64.00 

The rather should have ignored 8 18.68 9.00 30.77 33.00 50.55 5 .oo the error which the son made. 

The son should not have been 
80 upset by his father's 54.95 46.00 23.08 23.00 21.98 30.00 
remarks. 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 

Item 

It is a wise father who gives 
this kind of help in dir• 
ecting his son's play activ• 
ities. 

SCENE V 

The father should have told 

Percenta5e .2! Response§ 
Moderately Very 

Restrictive Permissive Permissive 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 

34 .83 22 .oo . 26 • 97 29 .oo 38 .20 4 7 .oo 

his son that a business deal 28,57 20.00 40.66 34.00 30.77 44.00 
was more important. 

SCENE VI 

The father should have 
"pa.ddled" bis son. 

The father should have al
lowed his son to rake the 
leaves at his convenience•, 

The rather was right in be• 
ing so persistent. 

A father should not threaten 
his son. 

The father should not have 
become so excited when his 
son did not obey him. 

SCENE VII 

The father should have ob
jected to his son's care
lessness. 

SCENE VIII 

The father should have been 
considerate of his son's 
op:l.nion. 

The father should not have 
been persistent. 

59.09 39.00 21.59 31.00 19.32 30.00 

71.11 65.00 18.89 28.00 10.00 6.oo 

83.51 78.oo 12.09 1a.oo 4.40 4.00 

53.33.43.00 22.22 36.00 24.44 21.00 

62.22 51.00 24.44 40.00 13.33 9.00 

32.96 21.00 36.26 32.00 30.77 40.00 

37.37 21.00 35.16 28.00 27.47 44.00 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 

Item 

The father should have ahown 

Percenta5e .2L Responses 
· · Moderately Very 

Restrictive Permissive Permissive 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 

more warmth and affection tor 35.1? 32.00 48.35 3?.00 16.48 31.00 
h:l.a eon. 

The father handled the a:Lt• 
uat:Lon well. 

SCENE IX 

The father should help his 
son with h:l.a homework when
ever asked. 

The father should have been 
angry at the son's lack ot 
motivation in doing his 
homework. 

The father should have in• 
sisted that his son study 
at a desk. 

33.71 21.00 31 .46 23.00 34.83 50.00 

8.89 11.00 30.00 38.oo 61.11 ,51.00 

48.89 51.00 31.11 35.oo 20.00 13.00 

The father should have helped 45 •06 50 •00 43.96. 38.oo 10.99 12.00 
his son without worrying, 

The father should have shown 
more warmth and affection for 43.96 49.00 37.36 3?.00 18.68 14.00 
hie son. 

SCENE X 

The father should have shown 
more force. 34.44 22.00 33.33 34.00 32.22 43.00 

The son should have been pun- 15•55 9.oo 36.67 22.00 47.78 68.oo 
:I.shed. 

The rather should not have 23.57 28.00 28.57 34.00 42.86 38.00 
treated his son like a 11babt"• 

The father should not have 38.46 32 .oo 28.57 35.00 32.97 33.00 
been so impatient. 

The son's actions should not 35 •16 33.00 35.16 39.00 29.67 28.00 
have upset the father. 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 

Item 

The father should not have 
expected this much from his 
son. 

SCENE XI 

The son should not have had 

Percenta5e 9J. Responses 
Moderately Very 

Restrictive Permissive Permissive 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 

61.11 61.00 20.00 27.00 18.89 12.00 

pictures of which his father 50.55 53.00 19.78 23.00 29.67 23.00 
would disapprove. 

The father was right in ob
jecting to this kind of 
behavior. 

The son should have 11stood
up" for his rights. 

It was the son's own business 
what pictures he had. 

The father should not have 
interfered. 

The rather should have been 
more understanding. 

63.73 52.00 20.88 23.00 15.38 24.00 

41.76 32.00 34.07 36.00 24.18 31.00 

46.15 37.00 35.16 33.00 18.68 30.00 

63.74 49.00 24.18 28.00 12.09 23.00 

25.28 16.00 32.97 35.00 41.76 47.00 
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Relationship Between Scores and Selected 
Background Variables ~ 

The ICruskal•Wallis one-way analysis of variance was used to ex-

amine scores of respondents on The Father-Son Interaction .!!..!1 which 

were classified according to age and type of parenting; that is, mo• 

ther and father, mother only, and father only. Utilizing the same an-

alysis males• and females' scores were examined separately in terms 

of: (a) agent of discipline, (b) type of discipline from father, (c) 

type of discipline from mother, (d) permissiveness with own children 

compared to father, (e) permissiveness with own children compared to 

mother, (f) closeness to father, (g) closeness to mother, (h) parent 

providing the greatest influence, (i) amount of time spent With ta-

- ther, and (j) closeness to peer group• The results of these analyses 

are presented in Table V and Table VI. 

TABLE V 

KRUSKAL•WALLIS ANALYSIS (H•SCORES) OF PERMISSIVE 
ATTITUDES; ALL RESPONDENTS COMBINED 

Background Variable H 

Age 0.404 

Type of Parenting .a.616 

Level of 
Significance 

n.s • 

n.s. 



Background 

TABLE VI 

KRUSKAL-WALLIS ANALYSIS (H-SCORES) OF PERMISSIVE 
ATTITUDES CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO SEX 

Male Level of Female 

37 

Level of 
Variable H-Score Significance H-Score Significance 

Agent of Discipline 5.359 n.s. 3.309 n.s. 

Type of Discipline 11 .187 .05 0.222 n.s. from Father 

Type of Discipline 18.138 .01 3.275 n.s. from Mother 

Permissiveness with 
Own Children Compared 7.584 .05 4.270 n.s. 
to Father 

Permissiveness With 
Own Children Compared 5.030 n.,s. 1 .311 n.s. 
to Mother 

Closeness to Father 7.766 .05 1 .225 n.s. 

Closeness to Mother 2.500 n.s. 0.640 n.s. 

Parent Providing Great- 2.569 o.645 est Influence n.s. n.s. 

Time Spent by Father 1 .350 0.061 with Respondent n.s. n .s. 

Closeness to Friends 5.018 n.,s. 5.703 n.s. 
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Those variables which were found to be significant at the .05 

level or beyond were then subjected to the Mann-Whitney U Test to de

termine th~ particular relationships between categories within the 

variable which accounted for this significance. 

The type or discipline received from the father was round to be 

significant for boys at the .05 level. Those boys who reported very 

permissive discipline fro~ their fathers reflected higher scores on 

The Father-Son Interaction !!.!l, indicating significantly more permis

sive attitudes toward ratner-eon interaction than either the group 

which had experienced permissive discipline (p=.05) or the group 

which had experienced strict discipline from the rather (p=.05). The 

group which had experienced an average degree or permissiveness in 

their rearing exhibited more permissive attitudes toward rather-son 

interaction than the strict group (p=.05) also. However, the group 

which reported very strict rearing had significantly more permissive 

attitudes than even~the permissive group (p=.05). The very strict 

gr9up was exceeded in permissiveness by only the very permissively 

reared group. 

The type or discipline received from the mother was found to be 

significant for boys at the .01 level. Higher permissiveness scores 

were obtained by those boys reared very permissively by their mothers 

than those reared permissively (p=.01), with average permissiveness 

(p=.001), or strictly (p=.05). Those reared permissively exhibited 

more permissive attitudes toward father-son interaction than those 

who experienced an average amount ot permissiveness in their rearing 

(p=.05). 

Permissiveness as a parent compared to the father was found to 
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have a significant relationship to permissive attitudes for boys 

(p=.05). The re~ationship indicated that those boys who would rear 

their own children with greater permissiveness than they have exper• 

ienced from their fathers exhibited higher permissiveness scores than 
. 

those who would rear their own children with the same degree of per-

missiveness as they have received from their fathers (p=.05). 

Closeness to the rather was significantly related to permissive 

attitudes on the part of adolescent boys (p=.05). Study of this rela-

tionship indicates that those boys who report average closeness to 

their fathers exhibit significantly more permissive attitudes toward 

father-son interaction than those who report above average closeness 

with their fathers. 

It is necessary to note that none of these factors were aignifi• 

cantly related to permissive attitudes ror girls. Permissive atti-

tudes for both boys and girls were independent of all other back-

ground factors. 

Relationship Between Scores and Selected 
Personality Characteristics 

The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analy~is of variance was also used 

to examine scores of all respondents combined on The Father-son In-- .. ~ 

teraction Test which were classified in terms of the personality 

Characteristics of: (a) carelessness, (b) aggressiveness, (c) physi-

cal activeness, (d) calmness, (e) popularity, (f) sense of responsi-

bility, (g) competence, (h) initiative, (i) generosity, (j) self

reliance, (k) self-control, (l) compliance, (m) decisiveness, (n) 

honest1, (o) dependability, (p) k.:f,ndness and affection, (q) extro-

version, (r) self-esteem, (s) shy sensitivity, (t) cooperativeness, 
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(u) sex role acceptance, (v) leadership, (w) conformity, (x) self• 

fullfillment, and (y) achievement motivation. The results of these 

ana~yses are presented in Table VII. 

The item on the personality self-analysis w~ich was found to be 

significant at the .05 level or b~yond utilizing the Kruskal•Wallis 

one-way analysis of variance was then subjected to the Mann-Whitney 

U Test to determine the particular relationships between catagories 

Within the variable whic~ accounted for this significance. 

Personal assessment of one•s popularity was the only personality 

variable found to be significantly related to permissive attitudes 

(p=.05). The Mann-Whitney U Test determined that those respondents 

who rated themselves below average in popularity had significantly 

higher permissiveness ratings than those who rated themselves as 

being average in popularity (p=.05). 

No other personality characteristics were significantly related 

to the permissive attitudes held by adolescent boys and adolescent 

girls concerning father-son interaction. 



TABLE VII 

KRUSKAL•WALLIS ANALYSIS (H-SCORES) OF PERMISSlVE ATTITUDES 
CLASSIFIED BY SELECTED PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS 

Level of' 
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Personality Characteristic H Significance 

Carelessness o.696 n.s. 

Agg:ressiveness 2.782 n.s. 

Physical Activeness 3.905 n.s. 

Calmness 2.077 n.s. 

Popularity 6.229 .05 

Sense of' Responsibility 2.443 n.s .. 

Competence 0.410 n.s. 

Initiative 0.242 n.s. 

Generosity 2.862 n.s. 

Self-Reliance 0.490 n.s. 

Self-Control 2.431 n.s. 

Compliance 1 .544 n.s. 

Decisiveness 0.890 n.s. 

Honesty 4.190 n.s. 

Dependability 1.050 n.s .• 

Kindness and Affection 4.865 n.s. 

Extroversion 4.767 n.s. 

Self-Esteem 1 .530 n.s. 

Shy Sensitivity 5.084 n .• s. 

Cooperativeness 2.689 n.s. 

Sex Rol~ Acceptance 5.224 n.s. 

Leadership 4.462 n.s. 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 

Level of 
Personality Characteristic H Significance 

Conformity 0.473 n.s. 

Self•Fulfill,ment 0.617 n.s. 

Achievement Motivation 3.111 n.s. 

Summary of Findings 

In summary, the follo'Wing relationships between permissive atti• 

tudes concerning father-son interaction were fo~d: 

1. There was no significant difference in the permissive 
attitudes toward father-son interaction as expressed 
by adolescent boys and adolescent girls. 

2. Permissive attitudes concerning father-son interaction 
as expressed by adolescent boys and adolescent girls 
were independent of: (a) age, (b) type of present 
parenting, (c) agent of discipline, (d) agreement With 
the discipline method of the mother, (e) closeness to 
mother, (f) degree of parental influence, (g) time spent 
with the father, and (h) closeness to peer group. 

3. Permissive attitudes concerning father~son interaction 
as expressed by adolescent girls were independent of: 
(a) type of discipline received from father and mother, 
(b) agreement with the discipline method of the father, 
~nd (c) closeness to the father. 

4. Permis~ive attitudes concerning father-son interaction 
as expressed by adolescent boys and adolescent girls 
were independent of the personality c:tiaracteristics of: 
(a) c{lrelessness, (b) aggressiveness, (c) pbysical 
activeness, (d) calmness, (e) sense of responsibility, 
(f) co~petence, (g) initiative, (h) generosity, (i) 
self-reliance, (j) self-control, (k) compliance, (1) 
decisiveness, (m) honesty, (n) dependability, (o) 
kindness and affection, (p) extroversion, (q) self-



esteem, (r) shy sensitivity) (s) cooperativeness, 
(t) sex role accertance, (u) leadership, (v) 
conformity, (w) self-fulfillment, and (x) achieTe• 
ment motivation,. 

5. Permissive attitudes concerning father-eon interaction 
as expressed by adolescent boys were significantly 
related to: (a) type of discipline received from the 
father, (b) type or discipline rece~ved from the 
mother, (c) agreement with the discipline method or 
the father, and (d) closeness to the ra~her. 

6. Permissive attitudes concerning father-son interaction 
as expressed by adolescent boys and adolescent girls 
were significantly related to self•perceptions of 
popularity. 

Of the fifty-six items included on The Fathet•Sop Interaction 

Test, thirty-nine were round to discriminate between high and low -.or-

scoring respondents. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this research was to examine the permissive atti-

tudea of adolescent girls and boys concerning father-son interaction, 

and to relate these attitudes to selected background factors and 

personality characteristics. A tilmod instrument, ?.!!.! Fp.ther~son 

Interaction Test (Doyle, 1968), assessed permissiveness and a ques• 

tionnaire provided background information on 191 adolescent boys and 

girls. 

An item analysis utilizing the chi-square test revealed that 39 

items discriminated between high and low scoring respondents on Tse 

Father-Son Interaction Test. Percentages of male and female responses 
... ·-
were compared on those 39 items in terms ot restrictive, moderately 

·permissive, and very permissive responses. Male and female percent

ages in each category were very similar with girls tending to exhibit 

more permissive responses than boys. Girls showed more restrictive 

responses than boys only in relation to compliance With the routine 

of arising from bed when called, and prompt completion of school 

work. These comparisons suggested the idea that girls tend to be more 

sympathetic toward sons in interaction with their fathers than the 

boys are, and that girls value compliance to routine and doing a tho-

rough and conscientious job on school work more than boys value these 

things. This provides posaiQilities for further research. 
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The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance indicated a re

lationship between boys• permissive attitudes and the factors of: (a) 

type of discipline from the father and from the mother, (b) agree

ment With the discipline method of the father, and (c) closeness to 

the rather. 

A Mann-Whitney U Test indicated that the more permissively a boy 

was reared by his father and mother, the more permissive his atti

tudes toward father-son interaction with the exception of the group 

reared very strictly by their fathers. Rather than having restrictive 

attitudes toward father-son interaction as would be expected, the 

group reared very strictly by their fathers indicated permissive at

titudes exceeded only by the very permissively reared group. Evi

dently this group experiences a reaction to the discipline method of 

their fathers, and adopt a different attitude altogether than that 

which they h~ve experienced. The prevalent assumption that children 

reared very permissively will then rear their children strictly does 

not appear to be supported by this research. 

PernQ.ssiveness as a parent compared to the rather is related to 

permissive attitudes. That is, those boys who would rear their own 

children With greater permissiveness than they have experienced from 

their fathers exhibited greater permissiveness than those who would 

emulate their fathers. It appears that the continuing trend for these 

boys is greater permissiveness in future generations. An interesting 

study would be to continue measurement of the perceptions of such a 

group of adolescent boys longitudinally to see if as parents they 

carry out these avowed desires. 

Closeness to fathers by adolescent boys appears to have a point 
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of dimin1shtng returns in relation to permissive attitudes concerning 

father•son interaction. Those boys who indicated only average close• 

neas to their fathers expressed more permiesive attitudes than those 

with above average closeness to their fathers. Perhaps a very close 

father•son relationship is indicative of a dependency relationship 

which interferes With the adolescent boy making independent judge• 

ments as to what he feels would be an appropriate response when a fa• 

ther and son are presented in the film test in conflict. It may also 

be that the very close relationship produces a situation whereby the 

adolescent boy who has experienced this close relationship feels such 

clo•e identification With his father that he would feel guilt at ex• 

pressing a viewpoint which would appear to b' in opposition to the 

father•a point of view in responding to Tbe Father-Son Interact.on 

Teat. In other words, he may not 'be quite so much a "free agent" as 

his counterpart who has not experienced such a close relationship. 

Permissive attitudes of both boys and girls combined are related 

to their self-perceptions of their own popularity. Those adolescents 

who rated themselves below average in popula~itY expressed more per

missive attitudes toward father-son interaction than those who rated 

themselves average in popularity. A plausible explanation might be 

that fQr this group, permissive responses may be an expression of 

di•1nterest in interpersonal relationships in general, rather than 

an expression of conviction that permissiveness is the most meaning• 

tul approach to father•son interaction. It may be that. they are ex

pressing passiveness and lack of commitment to relationships With 

people, be they fathers or mothers, friends, or siblings. This sup• 

position is one which needs to be subjected to empirical testing. 
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It would be challenging to study whether for fathers, very permissive 

attitudes toward father-son interaction are the results of a convic

tion that this is the best procedure for child-rearing, or perhaps 

instead represent a lack of commitment, an evasion, of the responsi

bilities of the fathering role. 

It seems apparent that the adolescent girl, who will in the fu• 

ture be the mother of sons, is not a disinterested party on the subject 

of how fathers and sons ought to interact. Her feelings will have to 

be unified with those of her husband, because she too affects how the 

son relates to his father. The findings indicate that much more re

search must follow before authorities begin to understand father-son 

interaction. 
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THE FA'.l';HER·SON INTERACTION TEST (Form B) 

Emma Lee Doyle 

The statements in this booklet are statements about the behavior 
which you will see in each scene. After viewi~g the scene, you are to 
answer each statement which pertains to that scene. You are to answer 
each statement in terms of one of four categories: 

SA 
strongly 

Agree 

MA 
Mildly 

Agree 

MD 
Mildly 

Disagree 

SD 
Strongly 
Disagree 

Your answer to each stateme~t depends on what you see in the film 
plus what you know generally about father and son behavior. There is 
no "right" or "wrong" answer. This is a test of your feelings and 
attitudes about what you see in the film. 

Please answer each statement by circling your choice to each state• 
ment. Circle only .S!!!.!. answer for each statement. Please answer every 
statement. 

-~-------------~------SCENE EXAMPLE 

Suppose the scene showed a son who is 14 years old. His father will 
not allow hi~ to use his shop tools. 

1. The son should not be allowed to use 
his father's tools. 

a. The father was wrong in not alloWi.ng 
his son to use his tools. 

SCENE I 

SA MA MD SD 

SA, MA MD SD 

The father enters the son's bedroom to awaken him. The son moans and 
turns over: the father calls him several times. The son finally ei ts 
up on the side of the bed. 

1. The father should have realized that his 
son's reaction was a normal reaction, and 
he should not have been threatened. 

2. The father was doin8 what any good f~ther 
should do. 

3 • The father should not have allowed his 
son to turn over when he called him. 

4. The father should have shown more concern 
for his son getting enough rest. 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 



SCENE II 

Scene II opens with the rather reading the morning newspaper. The son 
enters the room and asks for his allowance. 

5. The son should not have interrupted his 
father's activities. 

6. The son had a right to become angry. 

7. The father should have given the money 
to his son the previous night. 

B. The father should have responded immediately 
when his eon asked for his allowance. 

SCENE III 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

Father and son are having lunch together and have to leave home at 
the same time. ~he son is eager to share his week-end trip to the 
beach with his dad. While relating the details of the trip, the son 
does not eat his meal. The father has been very quiet during the meal, 
and when it is time for both of them to leave, he realizes that the 
son has not even begun to eat. 

9. A father should not have had to listen to 
his son this much during mealtime. 

10.The son's actions should not have irritated 
his father. 

11.The rather was right in objecting to his son's 
slowness in eating. 

12.The father should not have been so nasty in 
scolding his son. 

13.The son should not have talked so much. 

14.The son should not have bothered his father 
aboqt such unimportant matters. 

15.The rather should have shown more affection 
to his son. 

SCENE IV 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

The afternoon baseball game 1$ over! The son rushes up to the father, 
please4 that their team had won and that he had made the winning run. 
The father asks, "What about that •pop-up fly' you missed?" 

16. The father should have ignored the error 
which the son ma4e. SA MA MD SD 



17. The son should not have been so upset by his 
father's remarks. 

18. It is~ wise father who gives this kind of 
help in directing his son's play activities. 

SCENE V 
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SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

Previously, the father has promised that he would give the son a golf 
lesson. The father forgot his promise and made a date with a friend 
to play golf. He is reminded by his son of the promise. The scene 
ends wh,en the father says, "Well, I guess I could call Fred?" 

19. The father should have offered to take his son 
Ytith him. 

20. The father sho~ld have told his son that a 
business deal was more important~ 

21 • The son should not have expected his father 
to want to play golf with him. 

22. The son should have made his own arrange
ments for playing golf. 

23. The father should have felt obligated to 
play golf with his son. 

SCENE VI 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

The son has been told that he is to rake the leaves to help prepare 
the lawn for spring cleaning. He has agreed but he is tired. The ra
ther insists that the lawn should be raked today. The son is very 
reluctant, but the fatner persists. 

24. The father ahould have "paddled" his son. SA MA MD SD 

25. The father should have allowed his son to 
r~ke the leaves at his convenience. SA MA MD SD 

26. The father was right in being so persistent. SA MA MD SD 

27. A father should not threaten his son. SA MA MD SD 

28. The rather should have been more forceful 
in the beginning. SA MA MD SD 

29. The father should not have become so exci1;ed 
when his son did not obey him. SA MA MD SD 
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SCENE VII 

Father and spn are dressed for dinner and are in the dining room. The 
son reaqhea for a mint on the table over a glass of water. 

30. The father should have objected to his 
son•s carelessness. 

SCE~ VIII 

SA MA MD SD 

Dinner is served ~nd guests and family are discussing some of the 
problems which pertain to school and education. The son has remained 
very quiet during most of the dinner. Sometime during the diecussion, 
the father turns to the son and asks him what is his opinion of the 
situation. 

31. The father should have been considerate of 
his son•s opinions. 

32. The father should not have been persistent, 

33. The son should have felt that he does not 
have to participate in the conversation. 

34. The father should have shown more war111th 
and affection for his son. 

35. The father handled the situation well. 

SCENE IX 

SA MA MD SD 

SA M,A MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

The father enters the son's bedroom and finds him with opened books 
but watching television instead of doing his homework. When confron
ted with th.e question as to "Why?", the son complains that he does 
not know wbat the teacher wants. The father takes the notebook and 
begins to work out the problems tor the son. 

36. The rather should help his son with his 
homework whenever asked. 

37. The father should have been angry at the 
son's lack of motivation in doing his 
homework. 

38. The father was ~ight in helping his son to 
achieve good quality worke 

39~ The father should have insisted that his 
son study at a desk. 

40. The father should not have assumed that his 
son could not study With the television going. 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

S.A. MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 

SA MA MD SD 
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41. The father should have allowed his son to do 
the assignment himself and worry about making 
it perfect. SA MA MD SD 

42. '):'he rather should have helped his son with-
out worrying. SA MA MD SD 

43. The :rather should have shown more warmth 
and a:rfection for his son. SA MA MD SD 

SCENE X 

The father is waiting for a business telephone call. The phone rings 
and the call is tor the son. The father gives his son a two minute 
time limit. The son talks longer than his time limit. 

44. TP,e father should have shown more force. SA MA MD SD 

45. T}J.e son should have been punished. SA MA MD SD 

46. The father should not have treated his 
son like a "baby". SA MA MD SD 

47. The rather should not have been so impatient, SA MA MD SD 

48. The son•s actions should not have upset the 
rather. SA MA MD SD 

49. The father E;Jhould not have expected this 
much from his son. SA MA MD SD 

SCENE XI 

'l'he rather enters tlle son's bedroom as the son is hanging a "pin-up" 
picture of a woman on his wall. The son is surprised at the entrance 
of his rather. The father says to the son, "What's going on in here?" 

50. The son should not have had pictures Qf 
which his father would disapprove. SA MA MD SD 

51. A father should check all magazines his son 
reads. SA MA MD SD 

52. The father was right in objecting to this 
kind o:r behavior. SA MA MD SD 

53. The aon should have "stood-up" for his rights. SA MA MD SD 

54. It was the son•s own business what pictures 
he had. SA MA MD SD 

55. The father should not have interfered, SA MA MD SD 

56. The father should have been more understanding. SA MA MD SD 
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KEY FOR THE FATHER•SON INTEMC'l'ION TEST 

SA MA MD SD SA 11! MD SD §A MA km §]. - - - .,... - - ~ -
1., 2 1 0 0 24. 0 0 2 47+ 2 0 0 

2. 0 0 1 2 25. 2 0 0 48. 2 0 0 

3., 0 0 1 2 26., 0 0 1 2 49. 2 1 0 0 

4., 2 1 0 0 27. 2 0 0 50. 0 0 1 2 

5. 0 0 1 2 28., 0 0 1 2 51- 0 0 2 

6., 2 1 0 0 29. 2 0 0 52. 0 0 2 

?. 2 1 0 0 30. 0 0 1 2 53. 2 1 0 0 

8. 2 1 0 0 31. 2 0 0 54• 2 1 0 0 

9., 0 0 1 2 32. 2 0 0 55. 2 1 0 0 

10. 2 0 0 33• 2 0 0 56. 2 0 0 

11. 0 0 2 34. 2 0 0 

12. 2 1 0 0 35. 0 0 2 

13. 0 0 2 36. 2 0 0 

14. 0 0 2 37. 0 0 1 2 

15, 2 1 0 0 38. 2 1 0 0 

16' 2 0 0 39. 0 0 2 

17. 0 0 1 2 40. 2 1 0 0 

1s. o 0 1 2 41. 2 0 Q 

19., 2 0 0 42. 2 1 0 0 

20. 0 0 2 43. 2 0 0 

21. 2 0 0 44. 0 0 2 

22.. 0 0 1 2 45. 0 0 2 

23. 2 1 0 0 46. 2 1 0 0 
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INFORMATION SH~ 

Ple~ae ~newer the following questions ae iacc"Uratel1 as you can. It is 
iaportant t~t you. answer ALL which are appr~priate. YOU.X' identity 
a~d fQUr answers will be atrictiy confidential. four cooperation 
in this researQh project is greatly appreciated. 

1. Number -----
~. Age: _14.15 

16-17 ---i-18 and. over 

3. I am prese~tly living with: 
......lather and mother 
_Father alo11e 
_Mother alGne 

4 • Were you born in the US.A? 
Yes -~o. 

5. N~be:r;- et b.rothers ___ ... 
Number of sisters ___ _ 

.__.Father and step•mother 
~Mother a~d atep~tather 

_other -------

6. I was nwnli>er 1 ~ 3 4 5 6 (0:1.rcle one). 

1. It during your childhood, your tatner was absent from the home 
t9~ pro~onged periods, indioate how old you were when he was 

gone+ ----------
a. ·If your father was absent 

:r;-eason for his absence. 
_se~ra.tion 

DiV();i;-CO - ' ~--!Ulitar1 Service 

tor prolonged periods, indicate the 

Death ....,.., 
_._Prolonged Hospitali~ation 
~Wor~ Reasons 

_other ---------

9. In my famtly, the disqipline I receive is mainly from: 
__J'ly father 
___ 'MY father With some help from my mother 
..,...,..Equally my father and my mother 

My mother Witn some help from my father 
~ 
_My, motber 

10. Check the uswer whic:ti most nearly describe.- the t;ype of dii;sci• 
pline 1QU receive~ from your tether. 
.. Yery permissive Strict ........ . ........,.. 
.......,Per!Sd.eeive ..,._,Very strict 

Average -
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11 • Check the answer which moat nearly describes the type Qf disci
pl~ne you received from your mother. 

Very Per~ssive $trict -·. ' - .' Per~saive Very strict ..... -Average -
1~. In rearing children of yo~r own, do you bel1•ve you will be: 

_More permissive than your father. 
_About the same ae your tather~ 
___,µess perS!lisaive than your father• 

,,. In rearing children of Your own, do you believe you .•111 be: 
.__More per!Qisaive tha~ your mother • 
....._About the same as your mother • 
...._Lesa permissive than your mother, 

14. Which of tbe following describes the degree ot closeness of 
your relationa~p with your rather during childhood? 
.;__,Above Average 
;__Avera~e 

Below Average -
15. Which of the following describes the degree ot closeness of 

your relationahip with your mothe;r du:J.'ing childhood? 
___.Above Av~rage 
_;_Aver"1.ge 
.......}elow Average 

16. Which parent had the greatest influence in determining the kind 
ot person you are? 
~--~other and father equally 
~Mother 
_rather 

17, I~ "terms of amount ot time, do believe your f'atherspent: 
More time With you than the aver~ge father. 

.. An average amount ot time w:t,th you. · 
~Less time with you than the average father. 

18. Which ~f th• tolloWing describes the de~ee of closeness to 
tr1enQs your own ag,? 
_very Cl,ose 
_A'bove Average 
__ Average 

Below Average - Distan.t -
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Answer each item with a check in the column which most nearly des• 
cribes you. 

Be~avior 9n~ C~~f.!z91~eristics 

t .. +a~ careless rat)Jer than 
del~berate. 

z. I am hostilely aggressive. 

3. I am physically active. 
4. I am nervous and tense. 

5• I am well•liked. 

6. I can be counted on to do what 
I say I will. 

?. Thin~s I undertake turn out well. 

s. I need. to be pushed to do things. 

9 • I a.in generous.• 

10. I am self-reliant. 

11. I am moodf and emotional. 

12, ! do what I am told, 

13, I make decia1ons easily and stick 
to them. 

14. ~ am honeet. 
1 f" .,. I am unpredictable • 

16. I am kind and affectionate. 
17. I am outgoing. 

18. I li~e the way that I am. 
19, I a.m shY and sensitive. 

2Q. I am coop,rative. 

~1. I like being the sex I am, 
ae. I like to t~e charge of a 

situeition. 

23. I choose to be like those around 
m«h 

~4. I have fulfilled my goals in l:J.te. 

25· I desire to achieve. 

Almost 
Al, ways Sometimes Seldom 



APPENDIX D 

C.1. 
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J;NSTRUCTIQNS FOR THE FAj'HER•SON INTERACTION TEST· ..,.. ;. . . . ~ 

'l'be. !e,$)•J:-SO~ Ipt~rac1t4()n Teat is a ••ries ot ·scenes on t:Llm in 

•hich a tather and son interact With each other. ~he first scene w:l.ll 

be sh01'n •nd the projector Will be atopp,d. Immediately you are to 

respond 1;o the statements pertaining tQ Scene I onl1. 'l'he'e :responses 

are to be recorded on the co~p~ter answer sheet provided by filling 

in the area between the broken lines on one ot the responses tor each 

item. Do not mar~ on the teat booklets ~s they a~e to be used again. 

Be sure to use the lead ~ncil provided, not a pen. It you Wish to 

ch~np a responsf!J, be sure to erase the t1rst mark completely. 

Look ~t the top of the teet booklet. See the SA, KA, MD, ~d SD? 

SA means Strongly Agree; MA means Mildly Agree; MD means IU.ldly Dis .. 

agref!J; and SD means $trongly Disagree. Notice that the answer sheets 

· ha.ve '!;he columna labeled SA, MA, MD, and SD so tltat there Will be no 

queQtion aa to where to mark your response on the answer. sheet• Mark 

the response which.most nearly expreasee your attitudt, Also notice 

that nUJllbtrs ot the answer sneet go across the page, not down. 

Wait tor ~cene II to be sbo'l'ill and When. the proj,ctor is stopped, 

respond. to Scene II only,. Whtn responding to the statements, check 

the tollowj,ni ~ge to be sure you have 1nclµded all st•tements tor 

that·sc;ene. This '-'ame ~Qeec;lure is to be used th~oughout the eleven 

&!llC•nes. Do you J;iave any questioni;1? When testing is eompleted, place 

tho answer eheet 1na1cle tbe intor~t:lron $heet and hold all ~terials 

· iint1l the1 are co1leeted. All. the 1nforl!14t:Lon and a.nswer111 are confi

dential• Th.re are no right or wrong answers. Respond to the state

ments the •ay 1ou really feel. 
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